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I.	 IF.CLE. .11LE

Prisoner is a 42-year-old North German ) well educated ) whose know-
ledge of POL. :_ND, the B-LTIC States and &.,E3DEN is derived from his perip
of domicile there, together With the frequent visits which he paid to
those countries.	 ccording to his own statements, he was an. antagonis
the German policy in the Occupied Eastern Territories long berore ST-LI
C*LJD and he states that on two occasions • he wrote articles expressing h.
views, re;-:aruless of personal safety. 	 It was his efforts on behalf of
the Estonian ;:,wedes and the Inczermanlanders which first caused him to
travel to IsPINLITD and ;-,-,iEDEN and it was while in SDEN that various
opportunities presented themselves for contacting the :Russians with a v
to terminating soviet-German hostilities.	 s will be seen from the
ensuing report, the efforts which Prisoner made in this direction, thou
carried out with RIBBE. TJ:ZOP's sanction, never received enough support f
him for any positive results to be achieved.

• By Ids continual submision of re?orts to 7.--tIBIIITThOP expressing th
ieiih t, it u(f. e towardo handling of Jews, deported Norwegian

and Dane: and his good. connections with Count Foll,e B7:::.a;.:DOPIE, Prison
appears i7. 0 have played no small part in the eventual liberation of many
hundreds of people imprisoned in GE:

Prisoner states that in Jul 45 he was invited by the Jost Nilitary
-ttach6 in EiTOC .r,H.OLI .C, Col BUTL.:, to a long and searching interview,
during . which Col BUTLER requested Prisoner to place his knowledge at th
disposal of the British . authorities. Pri oner states that Col BUT= 1
of the opinion that Prisoner had nothing to fear by so doing, as his
political views were well known.	 Prisoner agreed to go • to G-21.:_P1 and.
Place his knowledge before the British authorities there. Before :oi-11
to GExi.:, .NY, Prisoner told the '.:,wePes what he was about to do, and az;;Ied
that he might be allowed to avail himself of their hospitality again ul,
his return.	 This ::.surance was given to him.

' Before Prisoner actually left '.ToCi.:IOLV, the Chief Secretary of th(

British Legation informed him that a report on him would be sent to the
Foreign Office in LONDON an one to the Head of Nil Gov in GENY, and
that he need fear no unpleasant' ,
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Prisoner states that when he arrived at LfiBECK he was interrogated
4 	 by the int authorities there and informed that he was to be released,

It was only by insistence and explanation as to why he had come to
GERRITY that he was allowed to join the "red group" (people for arrest)

•	 and that he was taken to NEUH.ii/KiTER Internment Camp and eventually brought
to =IO(WIA). Prisoner states that many people in SWEDEN would be
prepared to testify for him and he further quotes the names of Count
BERNADOTTE, Herr STORCH of Furusundgatan 5TOCKHOLM and Mr Ivar OLSON,
American Legation, TiE 111,GUE.

Prisoner has been cooperative, and the infm contained in the follow-
ing . report would appear to be reliable, though in some cases dates may
not be wholly accurate, as Prisoner has a bad memory in this respect.

II.	 PERSONAL HISTORY SINCE 19314-

1934	 Became Beauftragter far Ostpreussische firtschaftsorgani8ation
in BERLIN. ,

	

N..;Z• Nov 36	 Took over "Polen und Baltikum Referat" in BUro RIBBENTROP
BERLIN. 

	

Mid 37	 Founded "Deutsch7Polnische_Ge.s".
Summer 39 Discussions wiira- T4ussians for Teundation of a similar society,

but without result.
Autumn 40 Went to TA'RUTINO in connection with the resettlement of Germans

from BESARABIA; dealt with legal questions..

	

End 40.	Returned to BERLIN.

	

Beg 41	 Seriously ill with gall trouble.

	

May 41	 At KL:d4S,9._D•for treatment.	 Summoned to join the "Reichsminis-
terium fUr die besetzten Ostgebiete" under ROSENBERG, dealing
with ESTONL " LITHUANIA and LATVIA.

	

Jan 41	 Was lOaned to Haupt Abt Politik in the Ostministeriut, under
tr LEIBBRLNDT,' in BERLIN.

	

142	 Trips. to BALTIC countries, also . FINLAND and SWEDEN.

	

Nov 43	 Difference with RO.iffiBERG . over policy in LITHUANIA. Appointed
to "Zentralstelle Ost-Europa" by RIBBENTROP, to aid the BALTIC
countries with the help of the German Red Cross. Worked on
resettlement of Swedish colony in ESTONL',..

	

Mar 45	 Went to MEMORY, S'iIEDEN. Requested . by • British Legation to
offer his services to the British.

Sep 45 • Came to LtBECK and offered his services to' the Br' ish,
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PIIIISONER's VISITS TO FENL__ND 	 SfiEDEN FROM  1942 ONW-RDS

Introduction 
In order to present a clear picture of his connections with FINLLND,

SWEDEN, and the B-LTIC States, and the part which he played in the abortive
attempts made by the Germans from 1942 onwrds to contact the Russians,
Prisoner has found it advisable to present a more or less continuous account
of his movements from end 42 onwards..

2. Reasons for Prisoner's Visit to FINL-ND
•Prisoner states that it was at end 42 that he began his journeys to

FINI,ND and ...WEDEN. • His reason for going to FINLLND was a request by
the Finns that the population of the area SW of LENINGR:1D, who are known
as Ingermanlanders and were originally Finnish, be resettled in FINLZD
to avoid their becoming victims of the fighting whioh was going on in the
area of Heegru NORD.	 Prisoner states that in view of his good connections
withlhe leading personalifiies of Haegru NOA1 and the understanding attitude
of Generalkommisaarj=ai in ESTONL: and SD Kommdndeur ,SNDBRGE2 in
EST,WI;,, he was able - tb-rbaCh . agreement with the local adtheriti6S-for the
carrying out of thp proposed resettlement. He succeeded in by-passing
Reichskommis.par LOHSE in RIG..., as well as the main ...bt 2,rbeit u Wirtschaft
in the OstminisTeriUN- pplying direct to the Hauptabt Politik of the Ost- •
ministerium, with the result that an order was duly issued for the re-
settlement of the Ingermanlanders in FINIA ,d1D.•ecording to Prisoner ) the
;usw.Lmt gave their consent to the order but were obliged to withdraw it,
as ...bt 2,.rbeit u Wirtschaft, whom Prisoner had succeeded in by-passing,
heard of the order and issued counter-instructions, stating that the
Ingermanlanders were to be used as. additional labour in GERSIY.NY. 	 The
resettlement had; however, already begun, and in a very short time about
28,000 Ingermanlanders had already been resettled in FINLIM.

3. Conversations with the Finns 
. Prisoner states that as a result of his part in this matter he was

well received by the Finns and had a number of conversations with them on
Finno-German relations and GERI'LNY's .eastern policy. 	 The Finns begged
Prisoner to do all in his power to foster German understanding for
Finnish democracy, and to make clear the fateful consequences of GERMOY's
eastern policy, the catastrophic mistakes of which were recognised by all

.Finns. FINLOD did NOT aspire to the formation of a Finnish-Estonian
"Gressstaat", as was feared in certain German circles, but was keenly
interested in GERMILNY's treatment of small neighbouring states and rather
apprehensive of her awn fate in the event. of a German victory. 	 German
victory in the EAST was regarded as hiEhtly improbable by the Finns,
however, who were convinced that only a radical change in her eastern
policy could save GER3LNY - and FINL;,ND - from disaster. . 	 complete chanE
of political methods might throw a more favourable light on GERMi.NY
in the eyes of the outside world and might possibly lead to an ultimate
understanding with both RUS:iIL and the Western Powers.

states that whilst in FINL1IND he met the following person-.

. Press ,Ittach6 at Finnish Legation in STOCKHOLM-,
-Former asst to P..1,SIJHTI, when the latter was Secretary
•of State in the Finnish Foreign Office.
ialthority responsible for resettlement questions.
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,e'HYNNIN1Mg
IVALO

c.„,$,MANNE:HEIH
04, BJC,SLAHTI

7110KOPE
R.:J:BAY

0)0T-LVELA

Secretary of State, Finnish Foreign Office.
Finnish Press Chief.
Finnish Envoy to BERLIN.
Marshal.
Finnish Envoy to VICHY.
Former Finnish Foreign Minister. •

Finnish Foreign Minister.
Finnish Military Attache in BERLIN.

5. Prisonor'.3.Conversations with KIVIMaI
. Prisoner states that he had some detailed conversations with KIV/-

MfEl, during which the two main points of discussion were:

3
a	 the senseless German Eastern Policy, 	 .
b	 the possibility of: a German compromise peace with RUSSIA at

the expense . of FINL,Mi.

. ' Prisoner states that he was able.:to . assure =TM:la that even if the
ida of a compromise peace with RUSSIivdidexist in GERMLNY 0. there was , •

certainly no German politician who would ever consider approving r96 VILI"-15411EL....
which wovld give FINlikND to the Russians: •

VICHY, has the most active mind and •the sharpest tOngue amongst present-
day Finnf.sh politicians. • In Dec 42, when Prisoner last saw . him, PAKAS-
LAHTI har, just resigned his position as 'Secretary of State in the Finnj,sh
Foreign Office to take up the appointment of Finnish Envoy to VICHY.
RiXaSI,,,ILI was convinced that the only way left for the Finn to save
their qoantry from Complete disaster was for them to make peace with the
Russians	 Prisoner states that in his opinion,.PLKASkaTI would be the
ideal ma;1 to lead FINLAND today, as he would be able to effect a delaying
policy-u , ta a stronger figure could carry on and obtain bettor conditions
for =LSD.

e!„..(ce ‘F-f
Prisoners' Visits to SWEDEN	 .

The reasons for Prisoner's visits to SWEDEN between 1942 and 1945
are rath2r similar to those for his visits to FThLND, n1y the--: -
question of resettlement.

Son centuries ago 7000 Swedish fishermen emigrated to ESTONIA,
where they retained their ancient culture and language. The Germane had
decided to preserve the customs, culture and language of these people
when they occuPied F:-.,TONIA, but the German measures adopted in ESTONIA
failed to inspire thi5 small Swedish community with any degree of confidence
in German rule,.especially as they had already been shaken previously by
the Russian invasion of ESTONIA in '1940. -Prisoner states that when the'
situation on the Eastern front became grave, SWEDEN expressed her
appreher_sion for the safety .cf these fisherfolk and requested that they
shoUld te repatriated to SWEDEN. ,PriSoner went to SWEDEN and proposed
that in order to get something done in the matter, the Swedes should
first oS all suggest that the sick and aged amongst these people should
be transferred to SWEDEN.

- Prisoner!:. :  Meeting../ with TALVELil.
Prisoner states that it was .through,ja7Cackthat he first met

TALVEL;,., the Finnish Military Attache in -BERLIN. -TALVELA,4en-hoth-ant.
Bnisheviat and aniiiiNazi, and really hoped that he would be able to obtain
help for FINLAND from ENGLZD and.atRICk; only-whan this 110-.P.xceas..not.
forthcoming slid. he eventually agree-to Finnish cooperation with GERMkNY.
kr_21101.Y_ Ti.L.LVELA and the former.1.411F9reign 1441.4.,ster_PR.00:C78 (:?rm
5.1142-7j-tP.4 -,j-	 ,niiii4ah resistance  inoyetleui 464r3t;

-
Prisoner's Meeting with 

According to Prisoner, 11 .-„Ki,SLAHTI, who was the Finnish Envoy to
/ 7.



,fter v,ry dificult negotiations with numerous German authorities,
each of Whom tried to interfere in the .Jatter, Prisoner finally succeeded
in obtaining permission from the German Government to arrange for the
repatriation of about 300 people from 7EST0NL, to iEDEiT. 	 Using the same
tactics, Prisoner managed to arrange the transfer of a further 900 during
1943.	 Prisoner. states that by that time the local German authorities
were becoming more amenable and he finally even obtained the consent
of the Ostministerium, which a1: 2roved the repatriation of the reminder
of the '. ::wedish fishermen to	 He then approaehed the ,usw Lint
and paved the way for official sanction, advising the.:Lwedish .mbassa.lor to
put in an official request to the _aisw Lint. 	 The Swedish ,mbassador did so,
but according tip Prisoner the recluest received so much attention that it
eventually found its way to RIBT=R:DP, who flatly refused to have anything
to do with it. • • The result was that . the .repatriations had to be carried on
secretly, and Prisoner states that during 19 L further transports, each of
about 50 people :, were shipped more or less secretly to 3'7-EDEN, until the •
Russians finally overran EST:.TI. and prevented any further repatriation
...ccorLing to Prisoner only about 400 of these Estonian-Swedes remained,' •-•
and these were eventually	 gled out of ESTONI. into GE .,JJ.,ary, where,
'etter g: eat difficulty and hazarous . .jeurneys, they were helped by
Prisoner to get back to WMEH.

9.	 Durin his visits to 3,;CLEN in connectimwiththe above repatriatims,
Prisoner met the following persomaities:

XUFLIN	 Gesandter
von :0*.75T	 Untrietsradet
IDTR Leg Rat
IHLL L.IJPu

3..:;IJ0TT, Folice Graf
.DLLON, James	 Xammerherr	 .11 members of the repatriation
CU0HINN	 Reichsantiquar	 committee dealing with the re-

. LINDH.GEN	 Mayor of	 settlement of the Estonian-Swedes.
.	 F.)TOCiE.OLM..../

..	 r..(t i c. .

‘..-( Gl'ilif rzfl - •	 1.1nAish .mbassador.
.

Al --I	 .
,..-.:.- 	 .BUTI-TEUS. r4. -	 Press -ttach6 at Finnish Legation.
• •	 .e... ;:iii	 ç' ii., (aepresentative of the .forld Jewish Committee

1 4 (see para 27).
,t,--CH„	 0 :- ( , Vholes-le merchant (see para 29).

1
,-et,; t. L . ' 1 Edgar t:i 1111: 	 Prisonerisoner's contacts to the Russians (see

	

'	 g
.	 para 13 et seq).

—OL3ON Iyar - d Iplegate of the War Refugee Committee at the
t t T‘2.merican Embassy in STCOEHOLM (see para 28).• --,-

(..--	 1
tecitki 4."- TH.07,--•einz	 .,k?,e para 10

_B5NIvQ, Uerner	 ;3ee para

—10. Prisoner's Connection with Heinz iORNER 

. Prisoner first met Heinz TH:21TIR in 4,216 when the latter was
-1-R1-17-POP's adlt.	 i:TO.c\i.t 6.urin the winter 1942-4)  was the rep of the

. an Embassy in STOOITOLM on the question of the repatriation of the Swed-
ish fihrfolk from EST-\ - to, ..f . i .,i!IDEN (see para 8). Prisoner states, that
as far as he :mows, U;ii . •:]d accompanied aIBBENTqOP to LUTDON when the latter
Was appointed •Ge ..i:'man imbassador there, but that when it was rumoured that
17H.G .:	 had traces of Jewish blood, he was obliged to leave l'i.IBRENMOP's
staff and was posted to the German .mbass;:dor in W.LSHINGTCX (THC:HEN).
.,,coordin3 to Prisoner, Ta).:Th was transferred from T-SHINGTCJ to, ':IEN
iTi, .9411 1 and b	 Referent flr 'alltur in.STO0hHOD.—

Prisoner states that	 worzecL very ard in t
. in -pite of the fact that it was more Nazi ideology than
.11H0.NEI: was compelled to propagate by RaLIN,.he a-
- a . series of oultural,'scientific and artist'
efforts were spoiled by the adm methods
Kultur .Lbt of the -usw 	 Prof

.11 members of the Swedish ForeiEn Office.

15	 aTICL
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cceed in organising

libitions, until his
m-)loyed b-r the new Leiter op the
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ststes that, as far as he Imuss, the following institutions
in STsC.LE0Liti were in sone ws: controlled by 	 the German -School,
the German _cademy, an the .0ILL publishing firm (wkich published the agazin
"TI,Uss2;V)... These were Tar:Itusted in a building in a small siCe-
street in HOCKHZ1i. called Ksptensgatan, and the German SD saw in them
a Very good means of•camouflage.. .T. r.e.:INESs, whose office was also in this •
building, was obliged to take in SD agents as packers.	 Prisoner states
that -TIRM was very unha_py about these new "employees" (he believes •
there were two), especially as it was only a matter of da,;.s,hcs;:ore
WsRNE;i: l o regular staff SLW through the persos in question.

Prisoner ststes that'E:0...H,L. clashed with SOF=NBIG over the
transport ef the sic- and aged :swedish fisherfolk from ESTsNL. (see para
8) .and that he (Prisoner) had to interVene on numerous occasions to

• protect l'fal'az from serious consequences. Prisoner had further con- •
tact withTiTs:HIL:i. later on in 1944, when Prisoner was t:ld by :1113TROP
to send any messages concerning contact with:the Russianss(see..Lppendix'D

• pars. .1) through 	 to
ce,440,244.as1.1	 4

11. Prisoner's Contact with -,:erner; 
Prisoner, states ths a enc 42 he met an old fr,.-nd of his named

:jerner BCNING, who at that time was em lo-ed in the Ge man Kultur\-bt 
under	 as 'Ylm  Referent. • BONING, who was born • 7_3T

abou -'1904,  had been employe:: for a long time by a commercial firm
in BERLIN and ber7S1 studying -political science in BERLIN in 1930. 	 Prisoner
first net BONI6G in BEaLIN in 1932, when he (BONING) attended a lecture on
P01,21D given by Prisoner in a seminary in BERLIN whore the main study was
"The Psychology of Nations" . BONING was at that time sitting an exao
and was writing a thesis on ..s/34D. 	 BONING 'sent to VILDEL in 1934. on a
"student exchange scheme" and whilst there he contacted the Polish-German
TUB'S film unit and was em,loyed by them as interpreter. When Prisoner •
..formed the German-Polish Society in BERLIN in 1936 4e engaged BONING as

„IA/2W social manager *:) BONING, by reason of his good ma aers and correct behaviour,
.proved a vary suitable choice.

B61-ien war broke outin 1939 he retained the service3of BONING because
he believed that he would be a suitable person to employ in the ad m of .
POLsND.	 Prisoner states, however, that when ITLsR's policy towards
POL,ND became d_uite clear to him, he felt it useless to keep BONING back.

• any longer, and consequently released him f r the German
ss.fter a Short :eriod of trcsiiin BONING_?,7as ent:to sToC:SHOLM . as „pm.	  -
.2..a.st to .ths.	 taZere	 .sceorsingto	 isoner, DON s
wnet hack to the film industry after about a year, and then took up a post
as Pilmreferentsq9.,-NP,T ation _in STOCKHOLM.	 Prisoner states
71717IN,as.Filmreferent, inSadditi'dn -tO'hit—adm and propaganda work, 
also 1.1LUste job of obtaining 17,7777977.57 . Being trained in the tech
Side of film work he was content with making copies of foreign- films,
particularly netra.-ralls and other topical films, in a film laboratory
which he had set up in ffsCHOL : . .Lccording to Prisoner, BGNING was
able to work for a fraction of the cost which some of his colleagues in
other neutral . countries were charging for the same - type - of work.

12. • Outcome of Prisoner's Contact .with 
Prisoner ststes that he had seversl conversations with BONING in Dec

42, during whieh he expressed his political opinions quite openly to him,
and asked, B:jNING whether it would not ire possible for him (B.ONING), being
more or less indepenSent, to introduce Prisoner to some English, :smericsn
or Swedish persons with whom he might have p . -litical discussions. Prisoner
told BONING he was also interested. in ;leeting Estonians, Latvians orI
anians, and suggested that BONING' house would be a very - good meeting-place.
for any contacts which BONING miht be able to make for him.	 Prisoner
states that he mace the 60quaintance of several people from the last three

•mentioned countries, but was not able to approach them officially. 	 BONING
agreed to try to establish the contacts which he desired, in spite of the
risk whidh such introductions might involve, but told Prisoner that,
before acing so, he would like him first of all to meet a certain very

/v	 .
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interesting Han from Eastern .2,112,021,
Dec 42 he was introduced b BONIG t•

Li
13. Pr is oner ' s  Connections ith Et;.p.4.!.17„.(,; 

.Lccording to .t-risonr,---ragar CL, • .D 15 E ., sna 1 stoclw man
57-58, probably Jewish, who gives . the impression cif being; somewhat of an
adventui'er 	CLIUS spoke had German , bad Rus ian and knew a little Lat
Vian and 7::4V edish,	 In the conversations hich Priooner had with CLUE
the latter mentioned that he had ,:ood direct connections with the .,oviet
Embassy in ST.CCHOL : .1.	 Prisone,r	 told by CL,af; that the 'Russians felt
that they and	 were fi,zhtin,„,..; themselves to a standstill for the
eventual benefit of a third .Power who would then be able to take z.d.-
vantage of the exhausted condition of both.' CLLUS stated to Prisoner that
the Russians were very keen to see the war againz;t . G:iar.L.NY brought to a
speedy conclusion and that he himself' intended to do everything in his
power to try to bring 'about the termination; of .hostilities between
and IZU.•)SI.,1,• hoping, as he told Prisoner, to make	 'fortune out of .Russo-
German trade, as he had done once before.	 Prisoner states that in further
conversatiDns held a 'very short tine later, CL.0 tola•him that he had
worked at the Danish Conulate in RIG.- between 1918 and. 1921, and that since
thr...t time he had been entitled to use the title of Consul,	 :,.ccording to
Prisoner, CL,U3 showed him a di:lomatic passport bearing innumerable visas
dating from 191 8, but Th.-isoner	 .ot remember .?..ny further details about
the passport.

14. :.:1-isoner's Reaction to :As Contact with CLLUS
Prisoner states th, t is first impressions of this new contact were

unfavourable, ut Ba•TIiC, assured him th..t the German Military ..Ittach 6 in
&TOG	 could vOuch for the uni..:nx: cc	 61t-'.14'atter"-Crr 'CLEM cri his

t Union. BONING'am-t old PritOner that General
the German iviltary ttach6 in 1tLi, had also had convincing procf

of CLIUS' direct relations with 3oviet ..ZUKL. in peacetime, an that he
(BONING) had also received filna from CLIUS which in his opinion could only
have cone from official oviet sources. BONING also reminded Prisoner
that .CL.UZ5 had a Swedish wife who came from a good family, and that she
had probably given CLIIK. a certain material background.

15. Prisoner's Decisien to 'make use of his Contact with CLLUS 
,.:•_ccepting BONING' s references, Prisoner net . C;L:LUS again and informed

him that he was interested in his political views, and that he (OLLUS)
could be of great service to .frisoner as an ambassa:_,.or of peace - a ser-
vice which Prisoner told CL..US would .receive adequate material .recognition
at a later date.	 Prisoner told CL,..U') that he was interested only in
establishing airect, clear-cut comn with the three main powers,

and	 Eri.':ioner then promised. CLLUS that he would return
to S.Ta.).1 .11012.11 during the first few weeks of 19L3 and resume discussions
with him.

16. prisonor 1 s Next Meetinc -./ith  CL,_US	 '„7..•,,.'	 ..
••-••• Js promised -,-...Prisoner-returned to ':,)l.t'i..)C'HOLM•:••,t beg 43 and met CLIUS

again.	 ,Iccording to Pl.'iJ:oner GLIM '..aked him with apparent casualness .
whethcx he .mew a certain .,...11;.;:1,1,1.0.,:0 	 who f CL „ES jtated f was -the head of

	

-	 , ).	 •	 •

the Sf.Curopean Dept of the .:ussian foreign OffiTor ! C "L .J.JS told Prisoner
that LLTIL:a.I•101/..;ias at t1..1; yer3r moment i(3 41.1aCia0I.H1. where he was breaking
his ' journey to 1,01\DON, ',thither he was bout-1 .a the next day, and that he would.
be back in two to three weeks' time	 according to Prisoner, GLIM then
went on to say th.1-.; 'fiben 	 OV1 1did return :to STCCFEOLM, he :vould be
spending • De veral d 'ay there; -.J...117., thr...t he (2ILEX,:..T.0V) . .had . received official

perralwEd.)n from the Soviet Govt to have a confideltial meeting .with

either Prisoner or Graf •von der :77:CHUL .TBURG, brit io t -ilith Gesandter

SCHNUEILE or NO-.1_,1/C E.

Prj,soner . agreea .to do this, and
Ed ,ar CL.-

s

ei
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Prisoner asked CL::.US % .,hy the t,..vo latter persons shoul g be excluded,
and after consulting. his source of infm at the Russian Embassy in STOOK-
I.K ../Lit, CLAUS told Prisoner it 71J-13 because SOIDIU:leE was considered by the
Russians as a rather sellHseeking man, end that his desire for personal
reward night endanrier the security of the enterprise. •NOLDECIT, on the
other hand, was considered to be unsuitable because, according to CL:.:.US'
sourde of infra, he knew nothin2; about polities, especially where Eastern
EUOPE was concerned. CILUS then terminated the conversation by stating
that should any meeting between Prisoner or .:CI-IULENBURG and LLEXLTDROV
eventually take place, it would naturally be strictly secret and be treated
as a casual private conversation, though it would be necessary that either
Prisoner or SCHULENBURG, or both, ehould have permission from the German
Govt to carrY on such a conversation.

. 17. Action taken by Prisoner following his Discussion with CLOS.
Prisoner states that he now found . himself faced with. rather a problem,

namely whether or not he should create an official politicalincident out
of what ,i;as originally a private adventure. . He states that he decided
to make IA report on 'the matter, and accordingly hE,flew to BERLIN.•

! cj
18; Prisoner's Meeting with Dr GI,.n1 F] of	 ekTI - Prisoner compromised by . the -

German Military Attaché in :3TOC2'HOLM
Prisoner states that as	 /as about to prepare his report for RIBBEN-

TROP concerning: his meeting , with CLAUS, he received a visit from a 'friend
of his student days, a ce- ;ain Dr	 who at that time (Jan 43)
was one ::)f SC:-.ELL•2,1715,72-'s colleacaieS; and also one of the ablest •members of
Amt VI. Mi ..= informed Prisoner that Hit:LER's HQ had received a report
from the Gerlilan Military Atebach,f; in STOCKHOLM to the effect that a Jewish
agent red CLA.T3 117.d called at his office and stated that the head • of
the European Dept of the Ruseian Poreign Office, a Jew named •.;3.LEXANDROV,
had arri d in gTtXiiIOUi, therer he was staying for three or four days
and woul:: welcoe:e discussions with a German rep concerning the general
situation. C-I.,EjT3, quoting the German Military Attaché I s report, went
on to tell Prisoner that if the Gaenan rep were nOt forthcoming, ALEXANDROV
would go on to LONDON, . where he would prepare a final agreement for further
Allied cooperation with RUSSIA.'

C2A.EFE then told Prisoner that HITU:IR had seen the Military Attaché 'S
report, and referred to the natter as "an act of unmitiaqted Jewish
provocation" and had ordered that all Gormt.ns who ge in any way involved
in any such dealings should be punished, and 	 .t L'aly collaboration by
Germans with Jewish agents anywhere would be 7.1. t with most severely.
GROPE then told Prisoner that -enquiries 	 STOCKHOLM had revealed that he
( Prisoner) had been in touch with . CLAUS, and .. that it was for that reason
that he (GkeEr..E) . ihad been sent to fetch Prisoner and bring him
immediately to I'',1eLTEN-EaUliN-i•R.

19. Prisoner' Meting with NALTENERUNNER 
According to Prisoner, KALTER -illUMR listened to his explanation and'

told Prisoner that his story was rather different from the facts as quoted
in the Military Attache 's report and that he was more inclined to believe
Prisoner's version of the incident than that cf the Military Attaché.

iiALTENBRUNMR then said that the description of the German reps who .wou ld

be adcepted by the Russians and of those who would not be acceptable, as
given by CLAUS to Prisoner, was .so correct that he (KLLTEaBRUNNER) was
convinced that CLOS could not have made up such a story, and that there- .
fore CLOS probably did have ie.onnections with the Soviet Embassy in STOCK-

HOLM.	 IC.LTEITBRUHNZJI then told Prisoner that owing to HITL:It's rage about
the whole idea, nothing could be done about it for the time being, but
that Prisoner should leave the matter in his (K.::.LI1,IBRUNN!'2's
and he would pass it on to RIDLENTI-ZOP on the first sui 	 occasion.
Prisoner .adds that he learned from Admiral •CA.N.....RIS 	 few days later 'that
the whole thing arose through one of CAIT_LIS,!_,Kaen_in STOCIGIOLM, who,
le-lowing only a few of the psychological difficulties 'whichwere being faced
at the time by the .iGerman 'iiar Leaders, had sent in an exaggerated account
of Prisoner's actu41 contact with CLAUS, hoping thereby to urge HITLER

+'17rr./11, f , 111 ;4 ';	 ne On, it . •-•■■•••	
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Accordini.- to Prisoner even CANSRIS was unable to explain why, in the report
submitted by his man; AL.7a...Nf2OV, who was a pure Russian and had a German
.wife from the VOLGA area should bc described as being a Jew,

Prisoner states that he then took it upon himself to send a message
to BONING for CLAUS, stating that he was ill and regretting not having
been able to' keep his previously arranged appointment.

20. Prisoner's Meeting with RIBBENTROP
Prisoner states that a few days later, towards end Jan 43, he was

summoned by RIBBENTROP to appear at HITLER's HQ in EAST PRUSSIA.(;OLF-.
SCHANZE), where in'the presence of the German Ambassador GLUS he was asked
to tell the whole story of the (as RIBBENTROP called it) "Jewish swindler
in STCCITOLM" and to give the exact details, so that he (RIBBENTROP) could
set the matter settled once and for all. Prisoner gave the infm and
states that RIBBENTROP then spent a long time discussing the facts with
GAUS4	

•

. Accsrding to Prisoner, a few days . later he was agsin summoned to
appear before RIBBENTROP, who told him that he could continue his, contact
with 'CLAUS if he wished; but that he (RIBBENTROP) preferred that contact
should be established .through some other more reliable channel, which
would be available if the Russians should wish to pass any messages to
GERMANY.

Prisoner states that he was told to bei quite clear on one point,
namely, that no mention of RIB -f,ENTROP was to be made, and the words "peace
negotiations" avoided at all costs. 	 Prisoner states that from these
instructions he gained the impression that RIBBENTROP had been granted
either no powers at all by HITL]R, or at the most very limited , ones, and
that by telling Prisoner he could continue with his contact he (RIBBENTROP)
was already oversteppins his authority.

CLAUS told Prisoner that from conversations which he had.had,with
sALEXANDROV. he had gained the following impressions:

/That RUSSIA wosld not continue fighting GERMANY, in the interests of
4/.. ENGLAND and ANERICA, one minute longer than was 'absolutely necessary.

d	 That RUSSIA feared that after GERMANTand JAPAN-had been defeated,
. she herself would be so exhausted thatthe.Western Allies would .
eventually be tempted to turn on her. .
That RUSSIA was thinking of arranging a series of important internal
political changes, which would demonstrate to the Germans that she
.truly desired to come to a peaceful agreement with them. 	 •
That RUSSIA desired, on the other hand, that GERMANY too 'should give
some indication that she was prepared to negotiate.
That RUSSIA Would accept the removal of ROSENBERG and RIBBENTROP e
as a sign ofGerman . good faith, if the chance of negotiation e

arose.
That RUSSIA Wodld be, prepared . to accept the 1914 frontiers CLAUS

' told Prisoner, however, that this point should be accepted with a
"pinch of salt").
Finally, that if GERT.Ua continued to . pursue her present policy,
Rn:IL wosid, have to continue her alliance with the Western Powers.

/viii

. Prisoner states that he then felt that he was in a worse position
than when he had come to BERLIN at end 42.. He returned to STOCEHOLM
at end Jan 43, conscious that hi powpo (f.were now indeed limited. .

.	 ' (	 ) S'	 I
21. Prisoner's Next Contact w.;thsCLAUS

Prisoner states tfr1 if he remembers righ 1Y, it was during spring
43 that he met CLAUS-"again... He states tha LAUS asked to be released from
these so-called "peace :negotiations", be lase he did not wish to let his
Soviet friends don again, in the san u in which kLEXANDBOV had been
let down.	 CLAUS_explained that ALELIT:i.a0V had , waited nearly two weeks
in STOCKHOLM f"O"r. 1-i-isOncr to return and had eventually" left for MOSCOW,
not only very angry; but also in fear for his own safety.
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CIALUS told Prisoner that he was of the opinio hat .i.LEXLITDROV's
visit had been directly connected with the T.1-I :It La Conference which had
been held in the meantime. CLdUS also stated that the Russians had wanted
to sound all possibilities in je other direction before entering into
negotiations with the 'de,: .-ter Powers, in order to know whether they were
doing the right thing in notiating,or possibly in order to be in a
position to obtain bettenthe TEHERM conference-table.1

....ccording . to Prisoner, however, CIA,..US was of the pinion that the terms
of the TEIIER.LN Conference were of such A general nature • that even at the time
of the Conference the Russians would still have preferred making peace with
G;Til'aill\TY rather than await the results of vague, long-drawn-out arrangements
with the ',iestern

In Jun 4:3 (about a fortnight before the 3 n.i.OSCOii Conference was held) -CLLUS
suddenly annoUneed to Prisoner that DEie•110.._ ,OV, deputy Commissar of the
Russian Foreign Office, was expected in STOCIIIODI for a few days.
to the . possibility that this visit miL;ht be the prelude , of another con-
ference (as was ...LEX.d.F.OROV's in the case of T. 1. H•ali4i),. Prisoner 'decided to
report immediately to RIBBENTROP.

22. Further Heetings with RIBB&ITI:OP- !
Prisoner suggested that RIBDENTROP should send him back to STOChHOLM to

• make further enquiries about DEICTMOV's projected visit and its implications,
and drew his (RIBBENThOP's) attention to a memorandum, vihich he (Prisoner)
hac sent to RIM :l'ITR.OP about a year previously, stating how necessary it

• would be for GE:NY to adopt a radical change of policy both internal and
external, if she intended to negotiate peace with '2US • Ii. or especially with
the 4:alg10-meriCa11.s•

.	 Prisoner states that RIBB . :HTROir' refused to consider any political argu-
;mnts, and told Prisoner that fighting would go om until final victory had
lieen achieved., and that it was feolish to believe a "fairy story" like the
DEICLNOSOV affair.

Prisoner states that whilst he was talking to RIBIUiTROP, the latter's
'kress Referent REICHidli ;'.d came in and informed RIBL.TTROP that it had just
been amounced on the	 wireless, and if Prisoner remembers rightly)
also in the paper ."PRLVD.", that M;;LITO''..0V was going to 	 as Russian
ambassador.	 ccording to Prisoner,RIBI2INT:i0Pwas perplexed at • this news and
and asked him to give his opinion on the matter. .Prisoner states that he
-then swec-f:ested to RIB32HTROP to announce in the Press that L.mbassador Graf
von der SCHUB ;ITBURG was also going to	 RIDD.::NTROP told Prisoner that•
he could not .sond	 AT311.;!G to	 Prisoner replied that MICSOSOV
.would not be going to	 either, but that if he -(RII3137,11TROP) made some
announcement about : .CHULEIZURG, the Russians would -immediately take the hint
thdt the Germans were prepared to negotiate. . Prisoner states that RIBBENTROI
then broke off the conversation, and told Prisoner next day that as long as
the German ._rrily was retreating, all signs of willingness to negotiate were
to be avoided:	 .

RIBB.SNI .ROP then told Prisoner that he should send a message to M.-US
to say that he was not able to come to • TOCIiHOLIVI, but should give no reason.
According to Prisoner,RI NTROP also told him that he . (Prisoner) should not
meddle in dubious political speculation, but should note very carefully
that only H1114.72 and he (RIBB3.11NTROP .) were responsible for GERMLNY's foreign
policy, and that Prisoner and his colleagues were .mere tools: -.Prisoner
states that RIBETI .ZOP also told him that the idea of a European Charter)
which Prisoner h,a,;:_ previously mentioned to RIBBENTROP, was' just as Utopian
as the granting of political rights to Eastern : ,.:uropean peoples was dangerous.

1-:tisoner - states that in view of all the foregoing incidents, he was
very surprised when about i . two weeks ldter he was summoned to HITL:2's HQ
to see RIBBliTROP again. This time, according to Prisoner, RIBMITTROP
did not order him to go to S'yvaig,N, but gave him permission to go and contact
CL.I..F.3, 'did if possible establiSh other contacts with the Ru,esians at the
cane time.	 Pri..oner states that RIBEETIT'..OP told him that he was to pay
GL...ITS the sun of 'SKr 100,000, and then promise to pay him another 100,000
so as to 1.1.: ..k0 sur of his services, c.n.1 to avoid his being •"bouLh -t"by
1.ny other forein power.' 	 /ix
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Prisoner states that he then told IZIBI-I:JINTROP that, as it was no
longer possible to cneck up on the DE .e;.,NWJOV incident, it meant he would
have to start ne gotiations with CLe.US all over again. He also told
RIBBENMOP that unless GERJ.L.NY was prepared to give the Russians some
obvious hints as to her intentions, such as the recall of ReSEITB:e.aG or his
(RIBBINTelOP's) own'4smissal, the whole thing would be likely to fail
again... Furthermore, he told RIBBENTROP that offering large sums of money
would only encourage greed and thua spoil the whole purpose of the negotia-
tions. Prisoner finally told aIBB=ROP that it was also very necessary
for him (Prisoner) to be rhle to give some very good reason for his
presence in T:;TeCIJIGLM.	 It was a wonder thet his activities had not
already been noticed, as eTuCEHOIN at that time had become the focal
point on the political stage.

Prisoner then asked RIB TROP to put him in charge of the resettle-
ment of the :wedish fisherfolk from In:TONI:. in SITMEN. His reasons for
making this request he gives as follows: . firstly, a gesture on the part
of the Germans to protect these fishermen by getting them out of the battle .
area would place ,GE1K1TY in a more favourable licht,which was good from . •
a propaganda point of view, and secondly, it would give Prisoner . the necessary
excuse for making . journeys.to and from Sla) :N.	 :lecordiniz to Prisoner,
..c;1233 .'NTR0P refused to have anything tol do with the resettlement plan,'
because he said he had no desire to do the Swedes any favours. a Prisoner
then tried to persuade RIBBENTROP to sanction the release of certain Jews
from German concentration camps and prisons, about whom he (Prisoner)
had spoken to Count BERNLLOTTE duri r winter 43. ,.ccording to Prisoner
REIHNTROP also rejected . this pyopo al, because, as he said, HIrjIR would
never sanction it.

Pa ent of SKr 100 00 to CLi...US
• 	 Prisoner stat that he eventually agreed with RIBENTeP to pay CIu..n
ar 100,000, an hat he did this during the following year, passing the
money to CLual . through Werner BONING.

The actual payuent was made by Heing,aT1ON14iit (see FIR 21 on THOeNela,
par 4) and Prisoner confirms that half was paid in English currency, and
half in- r3wediSh .ronen	 according to Prisoner, the money came from
'funds personally allocated by RIMENTROP for use in payment of special tasks.

24. Further Infm given by
Just before the YLT Conference, CLLUS again reported to him that

.:.LIJELIIDIZOIT would eshortly be arriving.in ST.CI0LM,	 little time after,
CLaUS also announced the arrival in :Wa0110L11. of .LSE,CHOV (former'Russien
Chargé al effaires in B...:;_,LIDT.). 	 Lecoreing.to Prisoner, OIJUS also
announced the arrival of varioul, other Russian diplomats, and offered to
contact them for Prisoner.

,
Prisoner states that with IT,..LY out of the war, and the TEEMS,

:ir.1.)[,500W and LLT Conferences having taaen place, it became more and more
obvious to him thatany further efforts to bring about negotiated peace
were futile, particularly as ORTNY was not willing to make any friendly •
gesture towards any of the powers with whom she hoped to negotiate.

Prisoner states that for this reason he gradually broke off his
negotiations with but continued to treat him with politeness •
whenever he met himl in order to avoid unpleasantness.

25. Prisoner's Subsequent ectivities 
rrisoner states thet RIBIENTI:LC:P made no effort to change his views,

ena that 7nT, ,e still remained as adamant as ever, and continued to forbid
contact with Ruesian Cliplomats. 	 Prisoner states that it seemed useless
even to try to •lake private contacts.	 Eventually, instead of using his
eiYorts on behalf ef the Estonian 3wedes to conceal from fcreign countries •
nio real task, ie his attempt to contact the Russians, exactly the .opposite•
hapFened: he used his unsuccessful attempts to contact the Russians as

/x
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a means of concealing from 	 . the efforts he wes m _king on behalf
of the Estonian i';'.,vedes, of Jews who were imprisoned in G:ERi..IIITY and for the
rescue of Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians from GR1Y. These
efforts, he state, met with considerable success.

26. Prisoner's Opinion concerning	 Reliability
Prisoner states that three points sufficed to dve him of the

genuineness of CLLUS:
a) Upon Prisoner's next visit to STuOIE	 after the -_LTaOV affair,
BONING told him that an offr on the Sta ef the German ..Military .'.-ttche in
STOCKHOLM had seen Cr_Jar and .1.-12X.:.N.DROV out shopping together in the	 .
,.ungsgatan, and had reported that they seemed to be on extremely good
terms with one another, which, according to Prisoner, would indicate
that CLI.US' reported connections with the soviet Government were not just
.theoretical.

b) Prisoner states that at the time of his first meeting with CLIUS,
the latter had pointed out the following . points to Prisoner from notes writen
in Russian:-

CD.US told Prisoner, that RUSIL:was.,not interested.exclusively,th	
I A

EUROPE, where the great number of different peoples constituting BillIZOPE's
population did net present RUdi,with an easy problem. 7ZUSSI‘was far
more interested in CHIPL, a nation of 400 million souls.	 CILUS mentioned
that CHM was being taught the art of modern warfare by many teachers,
but that whoever succeeded in eventually commanding this gigantic source
of manpower would in a very few years have at his disposal  a force of about
40 million men, which when thrown into the balance of world politics would
weigh heavily in favour of the possessor.

OL.US then told Prisoner that RUSII, believed that no gains in 2,1JRO1E
could ever balance the potential threat to her Eastern frontiers, : if either
JiN or the USI. should succeed in getting this Chinese force on their side,
and for that reason RUSSII. would not go far into EUROPE, but would rather
concentrate her undivided attention towards the E,.3T. •

• -,ccordin,.... to OLL,US, by controlling CHM., the ,oviet would assure
themselves safety in the FI1R ET, and also, with such gigantic manpower,
pessibly ee able to expand towards INDL.' and the Indian : .:,..rchipelago. 	 •

c)	 OLi--US also expressed to Prisoner the Kremlin's dislike of RIBDEN-
TROP,. giving as their reason that _-1IN3-ENT..01:' had concluded the . Russo-
German Pact only for purposes of deception. He stated that the Russians
were convinced of G:.112.11.',ITY's ultimate aims by the huge economic concessions
promised to thei:, by :L;HNUR., concessions which in the Russian opinion
could never possibly have been achieved by a Germany at war.

OLZ3 told Prisoner that it was only after the fabulous offers by.
SCHTTU:.,RE that the Russians began to press their claims for territory,
just to see how far . the Germans really • intended to cooperate.

• CLi..US stated that •:LIN "plugged" this point whilst discussing the
pact with 1=17,.1.O1-' in MOSCUI, and demanded from the Germans, as :a line
of demarcation, the East Prussian-.Alssian frontier instead of the'DVINI.
Line.

CL.U$ went on to say that RIBB=OP, who was not authorised to concede
such a claim, told ST__LIN that he Would phone HIT= and ask his consent,
And tht later the same ni,:ht RIBBETROP returned to the Kremlin and
reTertee. to .AL_LIN, tht HITI21.'t had agreed.

CLJLtIlen Hld . risoner that .T-LIN was very . surprised by the rapid
eecisien	 by JUT=, and realised that the concessions had only been
mdebecause nin, had felt pretty sure of getting them back again in a
very .short	 • /xi
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Prisoner stLtes" that he reported all these . facts to RIBII&Lz02,.who
was absolutely amazed at the accuracy of the report, especially of such
an ' intimate incident as his zromise to ST=N to phone HITLER and let him
have a reply straightaway.

. Prisoner states that RI2):n;:T .'t0P confirmed the incident .and told
Prisoner that, ylhen T.IN heard of the decision by HITUY:Z to .agree to
the East Prussian frontier as the line of demarcation between GE611,1Y and

he got very "worked up" and was	 to continue the discussions
only after a few minutes in which to recover himself,

Prisoner states that the following incident might also suggest that
CL.US really was genuine in his infm: .

On L. Nov 441 according to Prisoner, CM.HIT.L., the Japanese 1;breign
Minister, was introduced to HITL2 by RIBB7iNTROP.	 Prisoner states that he
.knotro from hearsay that FITLM suggested to 	 that JP should
act as "peace negotiator" in MOSCOW on behalf of GERYLNY, and that the
Japanese ?oreign Minister stated that the prospects of success would
be .cood.

• Prisoner states that on 5 Nov 44 he received from , .STOCI:HOLM a meSsage.
from CILUS, stating that the Japanese were playing a V4-7 perfidious role
in MOSCOW at G3RMLNY 1 s expense, by sowing seeds of hate and mistrust about
the Germans, so that the 'Russians would continuethe war against GED3UTY',
thus sparing j....h.,N'the anxiety of getting the Russians against her.

ULM further stated in the message to Prisoner that there was an
important Russian personality in STOMIOLM,and asked when Prisoner could
come to iM.Z.0H3LE to meet this Russian: 	 Prisoner states that he passed
the infra to RIB:UHT:LP, who became very perturbed. Prisoner states that .
it was, however, so late before he received RIBBENTROP's orders to proceed
to STOCMOLM, that even if the Russian had been there when'CL,U6 stated, he
was not there on 16 Nov 44, which was the date Prisone ,arrive. in LTOChHOLM.

41-1_

Prisoner states that he first met MI 	 in ST6CEHOLM early. 44

and that he was introduced to him by BONING, who in turn had been intro-
duced.to him by CLL.US.	 TORCH was the -erican rep of the World Jewish
Congress in aCIEDEN, and Prisoner states that his contacts with him were
never of a political nature, but were established purely for humanitarian
.reasons.	 STORCH gave him a list of names, and mentioned also the names
of several Jewish Groups whose liberation from German .ConcentratiOn camps
would be especiallydesirable.

27. Prisoner's Contact with Mr.STORCH

• Prisoner explained to ST%2CH in the course of their conversation
that.in the case of the Estonian Swedes he (Prisoner) had been very „lucky'
in accomplishing any resettlement at all, whereas the release of Jews from
concentration camps would be still more difficult and he did not hold out
much hope of success. 	 Prisoner, however, promised STUXH that he would .
approach. the competent authorities in the matter and try to get them
interested.

28. Prisoner's Contact with Mr Ivar OLSON„:„.
Prisoner states tnat-IvarT-OLSON was a rep of the War Refugee

Committee at the Lmerican Legation in STCCEHOLM and that he was introduced
to DIa-iN in Jun 44. During the ensuing conversations OLSON expressed to

)

	

	 Prisoner President ROOSEVELT's great desire to see the existing Jewish
Groups who were interned or imprisoned in German-occupied EUROPE saved
from comjete eradication.	 Prisoner states that at the time of these
conversations it was HITLER's intentions to wipe out . all . Jews and their
consorts, whether the latter were Jewish or not, and also to transfer
all Pg camps to cities likely to be attacked by air. 	 Prisoner 'states
that. he was able to exercise his influence with the authorities discussing
these ner,4 orders )f HITLR's against. the Jews, by exploiting the remarks
made to him (Prisoner) by OL&Z, and at the same time exaggerating the
importance	 OL:)0N.



Prisoner is convinced that 3LSON's courage in contacting him
(Frisoner),.which would probably have ruined OLSON had it reached the
ears of the Pre,s, was instrumental in leading to the MUSI and BERNA-
DOTTE intervention, which resulted in the liberation of hundreds of victims
from-German concentration camps and the frustration of HITLER's•plan for
their eventual destruction. 	 Prisoner states that he never used his
connections with OLSON to Promote any further "peace negotiations", but tEi..t
they did prove helpful in the final winding-up of the war in Northern
GERILNY, DENMARK and NORWAY. Prisoner states that whilst he was in
STOCKHOLM at end Apr L5 finishing the work of resettlement of the.
Estonian Swedes, he received messages from Dr BEST (German Minister
Plenipotentiary in DENMARK), from Gauleiter LOME (Reichskomnissar for
OSTLAND) and from KAUFMANN (Reichsstatthalter HAIMURG),. that they had
all decided not to defend their respective territories, but to hand
them over to the Western Allies without fighting.

Prisoner states that he immediately communicated this news to Mr
von POST (Chief of the Political Department of the Swedish Foreign Office)
and also to OLSON, pointing out that the decisions taken by the three .
mentioned above would probably render TERBOVEN's Order, to defend NORWAY;
which had just been issued, more or less obsolete. , Prisoner states that
OLSON received the infmwith great satisfaction; because he was Very
worried by the proclamation of DONITZ as successor to HITLER and feared
that he might continue the fight and thus frustrate the negotiations
goirm on between Hat,..aim and BERNADOTTE.

.-- (1 r,e'll 7.. '-'''"( /
. Prisoner's Relations with RA", .•

Prisoner states that é was 	 roduced to RASCH by Stubaf F KE
(Gertan SD representative in SWEDEN) on 17 Dec . 43. Prisoner ATre-5-T5I't
RAZ.CH is 'a small, active man, .aged about 58-60. 	 He owns a large house
at. , Floragatan 4, TOCKHOLM some very valuable pCitiires and also a valuable
racehorse.	 ;.;.,',FiCII is originally of German . descent, but his family
have been r;wedish nationals for many generations. He spent his youth in
PETROGRAD crid was there during the revolution of 191 8 when he busied himself
with the exchange of German Pg .	 In this connection RASCH is said to
have'lenta large amount of meney in roubles. to GELEOY, hoping that he
would eventually be repaid in GER1V-.NY in Swedish Kronen. According to
Prisoner RASCH is said to have succeeded in getting the loan repaid in

personally, a fact which he recalled in an article which he wrote f a-71.'14e
Kronen.	 He also transacted a.large commercial deal with LENIN

"Sovjet-Nytt", the propaganda leaflet of the Russian Embassy 	 :. -'14K-
HOLM in 1944 on the anniversary of LENIN's death. 	 RASC , o d Prisoner .
that one of his former :secretaries,.a , German . woman from the 'VOLGA area,
had become . secretary to MMe KOLLONTAY, the Russian Ambassadress in
SIVEDEN.	 Prisoner states that as RASCH was so very talkative, he re-
frained from discussing political matters with him, and confined his con-
versations to questions of art and .horSeracinY; both of which were of
.particular interest to RASCH.	 .... et.t,.. ,

..
Prisoner states that RASCH offered him -a share in a very large, and

•

in his opinion illegal, manganese transaction between S
Pr
WEDEN and

RA 
GERMANY,

which was to be effected via FINTLND 	 According to isoner, SCH
produced certain Papers concerning the proposed deal, and promised
Prisoner that he would receive a commission of Slit 150,000. 	 Prisoner told
RASCH that he would mention the matter to the Commercial Attaché at the • 	

,

• German Embassy inST:JCKHOLM or even the Economics Abt of the.Ausw Ant,
. but that he himself would not he able to accept any commission . Por any
results which Mi::ht eventually be achieved. . According to Prisoner, RASCH

' . 1aon hearin thisimnediately withdrew the whole project., When
• Fr:i . sener next met RASCH in Jan 44 RASCH told him that the Soviet Embassy
in Z.N.YiKHOLM held. a 'lla opinion of Prisoner, because of his very correct
behivieur ;ma knowlede, and that should he at any time wish to negotiate

•with a reptesentdive :,i:' the Kremlin, this could:be arranged.
,	 /xiii



R-:CH told Prismer that the Russian diplomats in STUMIjLM had
of course te be very careful, but that a negotiator from MOSCOW could
quite easily be sent down if BERLIN was really interested.. R'..5CH also
told ::risoner thf:t if. he wished he could meet R,:.:CH's former secretary,
who was now secretary to KOLLONM, and that she would confirm -to Prisoner
everything R;.SCH had told him. Prisoner told RiLSCH that GER/LNY was not
interested in negotiti-ns, but that he personally would be very interested
to meet Mme KOLIONTi,Y's private secretary. 	 R:,SGH said he would arrange
it any time Prisoner cared to mention, but he never actually did so. .
Prisoner states th t he never say RZ, CH .again.

-ccording to Frisoner, 2INChE was of the opinion that.RLSCH was
a Russian agent, through whom the German Embassy amongst others was
carrying on illegal business. 	 VINC;',E also told Prisoner that possibly
ROH Was not so wealthy as he made out and that his property . may have
belonged to the Soviet, who merely lent it , to R,',FLH for the sake of
appearances. Prisoner states that he considers FINChE i s opinion rather

.\exaggerated, because he does not think 10H was intelligent or discreet
' enoughtO be of any use in agent activities. ....,,	 1	 .

30. Prisoner's Connections with BERNL.DOTTE.	 . ',e.'-< -
Prisoner states i that he first met ' ,DOTTE in.1942 in BERLIN,'

when he (Prisoner) . Was invited by RICERTS (e 5h .Lmbassador to GERW,NY)
to a private dinner-party at which only the ffibassador, BERILDOTTE and
Prisoner were present.

ccordin6 to Prisoner, after the attempt on HITLiR f s life on 20
Jul 44, BERNZOTTE repeatedly tried to contact Prisoner, with a view to
discussing the problems of tha Norwegians and Danes who had been deported
to GERTLNY, as well as the JewiAl question, but • RIBBaalROP would not permit
Prisoner to meet MRNLIOTTE, neither would he (RIBB:ZTTROP) receive him.
In spite of Prisoners arguments with RIBBENTROP concerning the ultimate
value of such a contact, RIBBENTROP remained. adamant. • .Frisoner states
that it was only after it had become known that limaym had succeeded in
contacting T.21211.,DOTTE in 'Llpr 45 that RIBBENTROP changed his ideas.	 . •
He then violently attacked Prisoner, asking him why he had not contacted.
Bad:LjDOTTE before. 	 Prisoner states that RIBBENTROP subsequently received
TERN.:DOTTE for a long conversation.

•
. 'Prisoner states that negotiation which followed and which finally

led to the capitulation were entirely in HIPHUR t s hands. It was only
during the first part of BERN:-,DOTTEs:BRLIN visit That he (Prisoner).
was able to help, mainly by doing all in his power to overcome inter-:

 friction and by keeping BERNZIOTTE informed of the situation
and the requirements, both tactical and personal, necessary to bring
the'negotiations'to a successful conclusion.



Dr Brun .° KLEIST

FOREIGN RESISTANCE ORGANISATIONZ IN SWEDEN DIRECTED AGAINST RUSSIA 

1. Introduction 

Prisoner states that after gaining their independence in 1918-
the three BALTIC States, ESTONIA, LATVIL and LITHUANIA, whose territory
has so often been the scene of conflict between EAST and WEST, toyed.
with the idea of holding a key position between WESTERN EUROPE and
SOVIET RUSSIA. These dreams were abruptly terminated by the RUssian
occupation of 1940. The policy adopted by the Russians, though moderate
at first, soon convinced the three States that their hopes for the .
future must lie,with the Western Powers:.

The German occupation of the BALTIC States in Sep 41 was regarded
a6a real liberation, and all three States proved themselves anxious
.td collaborate, even after the German policy of economic exploitation,
and domination began to reveal itself. The stree States had decided •

to stand with EUROPE against RUSSIA, as was proved by the outstanding
bravery of their soldiers in the fight against the Red Army.

After the collapse of the German NE front in 1943 a flood of .
refugees from the BALTIC States poured into GERMANY and about 30,000
Estonians contrived to cross to SAHIDEN, Prisoner and his colleagues
did their best to -persuade the German military authorities and police
to help the refugees, firstly for humanitarian reasons and secondly
with the idea of conserving the nucleus of a resistance movement.

• Estonians in SWEDEN •/,ZaTTS.R7/tr,r.f,..glt,YCni,3PrYANIVOF.MaRritli,Vgl.Ver•&•••1

Prisoner states that the 30,000 Estonians in SWEDEN include a large
[proportion of the Estonian intelligentsia , (diplomats, politicians,
:scientists, lawyers, • journalists, artists, etc), which in itself pre-
sents great political potentialities. According to Prisoner, all these
Estonians, even sone of the lesser categories, are prepared to act as
a constant political virus against the oppressors of their country; he
has his 	 often experienced examples of their willingness to help

•against the Russians. Many Estonians, Lithuanians and. Latvians were
bitter when SWEJIMI celebrated the liberation of .NORWAY and DENLARK,
stating that the truth .concerning the three BALTIC States was being

' withheld from the world and that these small nations were being
.completely deprived of their human and political rights. These views.
were not expressed by the Estonian newspapers in STOCKHOIL, however,
because they were obliged to respect the policy adopted . by the

. Swedish Press.

PerS nalities in the Estonian anti-Russian Resistance Movement inSWEDEN

BLOOM	 --- Capt. Member of former Estonian_IS,
CHRIST	 CO13 -Chief of the Russian section of fermer

tonian

„

;
(Evqy . to.

Well-known	

.	

,rd_cer.

•

.\\ L61):2 4.'enber_of former Estonian IS 

4 rith:ezegvc, 	

President . of_the Estonlan , Chamber of Commerce.
N EtbElan "invoy:tOsOEDLW.
/16p t important member f the stonian Resistance
Mcwem t Cooperated with Prisoner •uring the

rEnSfer of the Estonian Swedes, . 1:4ocording to
Prisoner is at present cooperating with the Swedish



;NI s

)k,,,Z.L114TEIS

ro

.11

Last_ Es toni,An jjinistQr...in.,211 .11VD, • I
Press ":Stac1i6 to

..rENDT	 Dr. ....:.eraber o the Cor.-naercial Dept in the former
Eztoniary Feteign OPfice.

( Latvians	 SilMEN 

.according to Prisoner the Latvian anti-Russian Resistance aurove-.
raent in .3•1LDIN is very much .smaller than that of the Estonians, the
total number of Latvians in SiraMT not being more than 3000 at the uost.
Prisoner •8tates, however, that the Latvians are very patriotic and

. would be 'prepared to offer energetic resistance to the Russiams,
whom they hate bitterly.

irt: the case of the Estonians, Prisoner met a number of
prominent Latvians in SWMEN, because, as he states, it was his
duty to contact any anti-Russian personalities for political reasons,
He also met some of them when they come to his Zentralstelle
OSTEUROPL in BERLIN, Ku rfffrs t eristr.

5. Pers•nalities in the Latv,j44/1_,Dati=11144.slafr-Resistanee.:4:eveitient,,,s1/1,..sNEDEN 
,

0

zusalaj_lanis Expert_ on agriculture to BNGERSKIS (see  b glow)

a vlan pa , riot -vv wa—tft-Ef5-3-rted.,..„ .... ---•

.1 	  Cogrclinn--Asazdt_u_ \Ofl1 Resistance 4.1ovement. Prisoner state's
t a.2NSKIS is compromised because of his
rank of SS Gruf in the Latvian Legion. He
adds that BL.NGERSKIS is LZ.TVL.'s Grand Old :Jan.

B.11-clzINS , L.lfred. P 	 anda, I4nist	 u144,'44.T.s q9y.pFnri)qp.t
i8-. Was in a concen	 on caming

a-244.-1465; .icithe'German occupation of 	 Prisoner
orA-"aobtained his release and transfer to S'NEDEN.

LUODNIEWS	 VJ t e last d	 „ Prime ilinister of
I	 Ii	 S	 tAt.pfgrg_t_

t vr

7t,

ert and _p_ot • ve
a;11.
memb e

L_9 çconoaics to BSIIS.
Dr. Has the best knowledge of Latvian
nationalist movements. Was blinded during
the war.. Cooperated with Prisoner,
.:.•,,dviser to 13.4TGERSKIS on_general political
questiOns.
last Latvian idnist er to SVMEN.

Li huanians in SM311 •
Z..ecording to Prisoner, the smallest of the anti-Russian Re-

sistance 1;:ovements in SWED.LIT is the Lithuanian, there being not
more than 500-1000 Lithuanians in SW1M1T.

Personalities in the„.Lithuanian t,a,nti-Russian Resistance Movement 

Prisoner has met some of the Mere Prominent' a.n.- tiViet Lithuanians,
either politically or at his Zentralstelle OSTEUROPA in BERLIN.
These are mentioned in :the following list:-

GILLIS,	 Last Lithuanian envoy , to swhi)za....„	 ...... .

..2-TP-,T.1\.T.I.v...5._	 FOI-i:ie-Flaiii7".."'aii". 'Envoy to SINI: fUN and well-,	 ,,...,.	 ,
known writer.,

VOKIET.LITIS - 	 journalis . Foryaerly very active in'social.	 .,-.	 •, -	 ,. ,------_,,	 work in LITT-.1ULNI.A..--_,



• • The following Prisoner hopes, are_In the British Zone of
GERMANY:

BRE4GIES	 Bishop of KAUNAS..
DThS . .f.,TEhTiEhijirCarlitii General.
PETRAITIS	 DeaniOrT4e7=1".27-SZ5T,4rY for Priests.

Escaped from the Bolshevik massacre at MINSK.
TLECHAVICIUS	 Gen.. _Porer Chief of_the_Lithuanian_G$4 _Very

P6imiar	 resistance to the un-
reasonable German demandsdurinE the occupation,
of LIMUANIA.

RASTIKIS	 Gen. laember _the ,Christian Democratic Party
.	 ,

KIPTI .s i	the People . ' s Socialist Party in
ITTELLTITand...hpact.6.rifitAiOsA ssociation

For ie Lithuanian Envoy,to,SWEDEN.,strongest
of ,. Lith uan ians... .

psorrality
anrIRECICIS
iffffRET	 One of Sitlx.egA's collaborators.;

8. Need., or Organisation and Coordination .
. Prisonr status that he formed the impression that all these

groups of Estonians, Latvians . and Lithuanians were inclined to lack
unity and that only by organisation . and coordination would it be
possible to make use of thou politically. , Ho had. two plans in .d.ncl
td achieve this object, namely:

a) To persuade the Swedes to create a 734LTIC 	 *tute" similar
to the Polish Institute in GDYNIA which woU a combine scienETTIC-
and political activities. Prisoner believed that by creating such an
institute, SWEDEN would be able to build up a "clearing . centre" for
political and scientific activities which would impress on the world
that amongst the individual nations living around the shores of the
BALTIC Sea, there were Estonians, Latvians and Lithuanians, in addition
to Swedes and Danes, etc. Prisonc.r believed that the creation of such
an Institute Would also help the BALTIC scientists materially:

b) To persuade Swedish commercial circles to develop the.Industrial
Exhibition (held each year in sTocnink and known as St Eriks pair)
into an International Fair for the BALTIC.

Prisoner states that the experience which he had with the Eastern
Fair in KONIGSBERG, where in three years he had been able to increase the
number of countries represented froi.. two to eleven, cenvinced'him that
St Erik's Fair could. he extended as an economic proposition. At the
same time Prisoner vtsualised the setting-up of a'commercial institute
as part •and parcel of the Fair,. similar to that which had been set
up in KdNIGSBERG (called the 9Tirtschaftsinstitut . ftir die Oststaaten,
issuing its own periodical "OSTEUROPA Markt"). This commercial in-
stitute would have built up-a network of commercial connections
throughout the BALTIC, and would have been useful in coordinating the
various groups politically. Prisoner states that he would have
employed in this connection.Dr WENDT (see par 3) who was one of
the most versatile Estonians and a specialist on International Exhibitions,

Prisoner'stAtes that a BALTIC Institute would have been good
camouflage for a NE Resistance Block against RUSSIA, and that a SE
Block could then be formed by setting up a similar Institute in the
BALKANS.

o0O ,
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421-7eb Dr Bruno KLEIST

.APPENDIX C 

GERMAN POLICY TOWARDS RUSSIA 1939-45

1. Introduction

Prisoner claims to have 'written two reports long before STALINGRAD
and the German debt:tele pointing out the, dangers of\German'OfficiaIpolicy.
in the EAST. Subsequent events have only Served to confirm his original.
oOnviction that GERIANY's Eastern policy was fundamentally.miStaken,
-owing to !a. cemplete misapprehension of the psychological and political.
factors involved in relations with :SOVIET RUSSIA. The following notes
illustrate Prisoner's reactions to German policy towards RUSSIA in the
period 1939-45.

2. Background to the Problem of RUsso-German Relations 

In the six years preceding the outbreak of war in 1939 any
serious preoccupation with the Soviet problem as distinct from official
propaganda was discouraged in GERMANY. Serious study of Russian
language and history and attempts to analyse contemporary conditions
in the USSR were outlawed and'replaced by emotional cant against
Bolshevism. The world-wide power of the Comintern was opposed by a
futile organisation known as the-"Anti-Komintern Verein ", led by a
mediocre official who knew neither RUSSIA nor its language and sought
to oppose the skilful and elaborately scientific Marxist system 'by
means of the primitive slogans of an official propaganda destined for
home consumption.

Through this narrow-minded policy all positive knowledge of
and realistic judgement on conditions in the USSR were prevented and
instead the myth of the impenetrable Russian Sphinx was created which
in 1939 became an important factor in foreign affairs.

An indication of future policy was the fact that the Carpatho-
Ukrainian State, founded in 1938, was NOT used as the starting point
for far-sighted anti-Soviet politics aiming at the national disintegration
of the USSR, but was exploited in the purely military sense With the •

idea of extending the encirclement of POLAND.

The lack of political action may, however, be . explained by
unwillingness to prejudice preparations for an -eventual Russo-German
Pact.'

3. The Russo-German.Pact of 1939 

This Pact appeared to have the effect of relieving existing•
tension between the two powers. '• Military and commercially interested
circles liStened readily to RIBBENTROP's arguments in its favour,
especially as he gave the impression of being honestly convinced that
the nhrer had succeeded in establishing 'Germane-Russian relations on
a satisfactory basis. In reality . HITLER had not the slightest intention
of creating a permanent understanding with RUSSIA.

Gradually the dangers of this apparent achievement beoame
obvious with the sacrifice of the BALTIC States and half of POLAND
and BESSARABIA. The westward move of Bolshevism had definitely begun.

-



It was argued in some circles that the Soviet had undergone great socia]
change in a bourgeois sense and that the power of Communism had been
weakened, but this was mere wishful thinking.

4. HITLER's. geason ...f.or attacking 'RUSSik

The main reason for HITLER's decision to attack RUSSIA was. NOT
a•desire to defeat Communism, or to provide a food granary for EUROPE,
or to remove the threat in the EAST while fighting the Western Powers,
but simply to conquer more territory for the German people - "Lebensraum
for the next thousand years." He confirmed this during the first days
of the Eastern Campaign when he said: "until yesterday I have been a
National Socialist, to-day I am an Imperialist."

5. Consequences of HITLER's Attitude 

• HITLER's Preoccupation with space and soil led him to disregard
the people who lived on the territories he conquered. By.neglecting.the
interests of the indigenous population he threw away the greatest chance
ever offered of rousing the Soviet Masses against a system of privation
and oppression .Instead of following the line Of 'political penetration
mith . slogans Such :as "Free'Land for the Peasant" and consequently
weakening the 'resistance of the Red 1,xmy, he imposed a tyrannical adm
which only increased hostility towards GERMANY. The thesis that it
would have been possible to "liberate" the various Soviet Republics is
supported by the large numbers of Russian deserters during the first
months of the campaign, by the readiness of many of them to fight on the
German side andby the favourable reception given to the German Army by
the Ukrainian, White Ruthenian and Caucasian populations. STALIN
himself expressed uneasiness in a speech to his people at the beginning
of the campaign,tmploring them to fight to the bitter end. Eighteen
months later, when German methods had been revealed, he was able to
refer ironically to the "little fools in BERLIN" ("duratschki w
BERLINJE") Who were successfully teaching the real meaning of the war
to RUSSIA.

6.' 'Reactions to the Attack on RUSSIA
' The beginning of the Eastern Campaign came as agreat shock to

the German people 0. though certain elements were in favour of the action
taken. Those were firstly the big business men, headed by GOERING,
SCHLOTTERER and RIECKE, whose attitude was determined partly by self-
interest; and secondly groups of high Party and SA officials who were
able to pour by the thousand into the new jobs created. Within the
SS two tendencies soon became visible: on the one hand Gestapo officials
were only too eager to carry out HITLER's negative policy of relpression,
on the other hand a group composed of certain members of the SD realised
the mistakennessof HITIER's policy and soon went over to the opposition.

7. ROSENBERG's Polley
RIBBENTROP had been completely uncrepared for the campaign and

appointed ROSENBERG as Reichsminister for . the"Occupied Eastern
Territories. ROSENBERG's view was that the peoples comprising the USSR •

•would react favourably to the proclamation of a "national liberation
campaign against the tyranny of MOSCOW" and thus enable the German
Army to win another Blitzkrieg, after which the Reich could establish
its, rule in the EAST aCcording to its own requirements. He under-
estimated the power of the NKVD, however, as he overestimated the vigour
of the nationalist movement, which could only have been developed step
by step as the result of a far-sighted Eastern policy. Subsequently.
he realised the.centrifugal.tendencies of the non -Russian "nations" and
advised the creation of a Caucasian Union, a Ukrainian State. and a
somewhat curtailed Russian State. He insisted on the title of "Reichs-
kommissariat" for the areas "OSTLAND", "UKRAINE", "RUSSIA" and
'CitUCASUS".	
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Martin BORMLNN and GOERING together were responsible for the
appointment of KCCH to the post of Reichskaanissar for the UKRAINE, an
appointment which not only upset ROSENBERG's work, but had. far wider
implications in its effect on European opinion. KWH carried through
HITIER's "imperialistic" policy with the utmost brutality, establishing
a purely German adm with complete disregard for the local inhabitants
and for local conditions. ROSENBERG opposed Kwa stubbornly, but the
latter was backed by HITLER; and KOCH's actions were finally approved
in a letter sent to ROSENBERG by BORMANN in Aug 42. (see Annexe to this
Appendix).

The general trend of German policy was illustrated by KOCH's
methods and by his decision to join former Polish territory in Western
Ukraine to the General Gouvernemnnt and hand over "TRANSNISTRIA" incl
ODESSA to ROUMANIA: Significant too were the brutal methods employed
by-SAUCKEL • in his "Ost Arbeiter Aktion". , Weak efforts by ROSENBERG to
re-establish the law of private property or to extend the educational
system in the UKRAINE were overruled by KOCH: Persons advecating such
measures - as for xample CRANZ (Chief of the IbTes8 Dept), Dr LEIBBRANDT
(head of the Political Dept) and Prof Hans KCCH - were immediately
dismissed.

9. Lack of Unity in,Germany4.s EaSternPolicy
In the CAUCASUS, Consul General BIOJTIGAM, as political adviser,

issued special orders for the individUal treatment of various nationalis.
ties, but was overruled by SCHICKEDANZ, the proposed Commissar for the
CAUCASUS. Advice from competent authorities and repeated warnings
from the Dept "Frende Heere Ost" of OKH were disregarded or called
"defeatist",

In addition, the "Reichsministerium fUr die - Besetzten Ostgebiete"
was Unwieldy and topheavy and ROSENBERG lacked the energy to make it
effitient. There was too much dissension between individuals' and too
little coordination between the various depts. The German-occupied
Eastern territories were governed by Reithskommissare, Generaikommisare
and Gebietskommissare, which was not sufficient to control a purely
German adm, but too much if it was intended to set up self-governing
States, HIMMIER and GOERING further weakened' the adm by taking out
personnel for Police and Four-Year Plan appointments.

10. Suggested Reorientation of Policy

After the retreat from the CAUCASUS and from STALINGRAD, the•
invasion of NORTH AFRICA and the collapse of ITALY, RIBBENTROP,'Under
the incessant pressure.of . advisers such as ABETZ, BEST, HILGER, ROST
and BRAUN von STUMm, suggested to HITLER in his EAST PRUSSIAN "Pair-Tale
Forest" that policy should be completely reorientated by real collabo- •
ration with FROCE,.abandOnment of theQUISLING regime in NORWAY,'
oontinuance of good relations with DENYARK, recognition of the sovereign
rights of LATVIA, LITHUANIA and ESTONIA -and the formation of a VLASSOV
government for the Eastern occupied territories, These suggestions
were all rejected by the FIhrer.

On one occasion, in a-2ring 43, he is reported to have shouted:
"I am not interested in your French utopics. If you want to make
politics, get me apeace with ENGLAND or RUSSIA." Devotedly asked
by RIBBENTROP whether ENGLAND or RUSSIA was preferred, he answered:
"ENGLAND, .of course,. but if that is impossible get 112 one with RUSSIA"
(Source - Ambassador HEWEL, LO between HITLER , and .RIEBENTROP). As
HITLER would never give formal orders for peace contacts to be established
and it was consequently not possible to carry out the necessary
political preliminl, :. ies, RIBBENTROP's few "peace.ambasSadors" such as
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BERBER in SWITZERLM, and HESSE, PFLEIDERER and Prisoner in SWEDEN,
were reduced to playing ridiculous rbles in a drama of terrible
earnestness..

11. Possibility of Peace with RUSSIA in 1942/43 •
• The creation of new industrial areas in the URALS (SVERDLOVSK,

CHELYABINSK etc), made independent by the colossal grain factories of
TURKESTAN, shifted the centre of gravity of the Soviet Union to the
EAST to an extent which has not been fully appreciated in EUROPE. is
•a consequence of this movement towards the EAST, the USSR was bound to
take a serious interest in Asiatic affairs, especially in the gigantic
populations : of CHINA and INDIA, with their immense potentialities in
manpower. It is possible, therefore, that up to 1943 the Kremlin would
have been satisfied with small but easily gained advantages in EUROPE,
with a free Oland for the big game in the EAST. I, German peace with
RUSSIA was 'cheoreticelly possible in 1942/43 if GEIK1TY had guaranteed
RUSSIA's sovereignty within her former boundaries at a time when the
Western Powers could only make vague promises for the future.

German Fear of the USSR 

. The German attitude towards RUSSIA is best expressed by the
"flight of millions of Germans to the WEST rather than be overrun by the
Russians. Tear was the prevailing feeling in GERMANY. The idea of
strict adherence to EUROPE as a Western counter-balance to Communism
was found even amongsuch bitter opponents of the Nazi . system as Graf
KANITZ and Graf FINOKENSTEIN of EAST PRUSSIA, AMbaseador von SCHULENBURG
and Herr von TROTT of the kusw Amt, 'Dr BONDE and Dr aiCHNER of the
German Legation in STOCKHOLM, Lt Col Dr H von RAUMER of the Air Ministry, .
Admiral =LEIS and his collaborators Col LAHUSEN and Col STOLZE,
Prisoner's co-editors of the periodical "OST EUROPA", Dr SCHJTTE and
Dr MARKERT, and among such experts on RUSSIA as Botschaftsrat HUGER,
Consul General ROST, Prof von MENDE, Prof Hans KOCH, Prof OBERL2:NDER,
Prof RAUPPACH' and Prof KNilPFNER.

13. The National Committee "Freies Deutschland"

The existence of this organisation seems to contradict the thes)s
of German fear of RUSSIA. One must take psychological factors into
'consideration, however. The German soldier whomas etaken prisoner on
the Eastern Front expected to be shot out of hand by the dreaded
Bolsheviks. 'If, on the contrary, he was well treated, sent to a
comfortable camp with special privileges and incessantly plied with propaganda,
•he ultimately came to believe in RUSSIA's good intentions towards GERMANY.
The "Natienal Committee" did not, o howevere exert much prcpagandistic
influence on the German Army as such, being used by the Russians chiefly
for obtainine int material, in the same way as VLASSOV was used by the
Germans.

Gen VLASSOV

VLASSOV was badly handled by the Germans. Through the many
intrigues areund him and his cavalier treatment at the hands of various
German authorities, he finally lost interest in the original project of
setting up a Russian state with himself at its head. The German
authorities were net satisfiei as to VIA:SOV's reliability. There was
no possibility of his going back to Soviet RUSSIA, but it was feared
that he might already have offered his services to the Western Powers.'
Botschafter HILGER and Consul General ROST, both of the Ausw Amt, were
concerned with VIASSOV, while the difficult task of 'managing' him was
entrusted to Riga-born SS FUhrer KROGER..

Failure of German Policy vis-b.-vis the BALTIC States

When GERIEITY occupied LATVIA, ESTONIA and LITHUANIA in Sep 41,
she was welcomed es a liberator and held all the trump cards of future
policy in her hands. Instead of winning over the three BALTIC 'States
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by an enlightened political and social policy, she alienated then by
reducing them to Generalbezirke under the Reichskommissariat, by
E;armanising governmental institutions and names of streets, by dissolving
he national !my and Police forces and by imposing a lower scale of
rations on the nativ&population than that received by their German
"guests". —Prisoner Called for a more enlightene%, policy towards the
three BLLTIC States Whis thesis: "Totaler Krieg fordert totale
Politik", advocating preferential treatment for at least some parts of
the occupied area, restitution of property, re-introduction of a
European system of economics and reinstatement as self-governing states;
but his advice met with imnlacablo hostility frcm the touch mass of
German officialdom and ,from certain economic • interests.

Many Baits yore prepared to fiht on the side of GERMLNY against
the Red ;,rmy, but were discouraged by HIPEICAER t s insistence on the
formation of SS Legions instead of normal Wehrmacht divisions. In
spite of this and the general treatment meted out to the BALTIC States,
the Estonian and Latvian Legions fought bravely against the Red Army
and there arc many men of both these countries now in exile • who are
prepared to form National Committees against the Russians..
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Contents of a letter dated 7 Lug 42 from BORILNN to ROSENBERG:'

Prisoner states that while working in BERLIN during 1942 he
chanced to see a letter addressed to Dr Alfred ROSENBERG from Martin
BOFFLINN. The letter was dated 7 Lug 42 and laid down some of the
principles which HITLER wished ROSENBERG to observe in his treatment of
the population of the German-occupied Eastern Territories.' 'Though
Prisoner cannot quote the letter verbatim he states that the following
is an accurate reconstrliction of its contents:

"I herewith submit to you some of the principles laid down by
the FUhrer concerning treatment of the population in the German-occupied
Eastern Territories:

The greatest danger threatening us from the EAST is the tremendously
high birth-rate of the .Slav peoples. It would therefore bp a. sign of
political ignirance if a German lawyer were to condemn a Ukrainian woman
for practising abortion.

.0n the contrary, the FUhrer is of the &pinion that the sale of
contraceptives	 be boosted as much as possible. For the same
reason he orderS that all hygienic measures, preventive action against
epidemics, inoculation or other sanitary precautions he avoided as far
as the civilian population is concerned.

2.	 For similar reasons everything must be avoided which would
further the development of an intellectual upper class. All typea,of
high schools, • colleges-and'universities must be 'elsed and never opened
again.	 The entire edi%cational system Must be limited to elementary
schooling which will eitbrace only reading, writing and th•-most primitive.
type of arithmetic.

3, •	 - Under no circumstances are destroyed towns to be rebuilt; no
clearing-up work will be undertaken or any otherimprovements carried,
out: For hygienic as well RS general political reasons, German tps or
civilian administrators are not to be quartered in towns. 	 It is better
to house them provisionally in hutments outside the town. area. The •
construction of new townships for Gelman settlements will be considered
later.1!
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APPENDIX D 

IIISCELLNEOUS 

1, S.5DER e‘q
• According to Prisonerva'special WT operator was sent

. to STOCKHO

at and 44 for the purpose of encoding and transmitting to BERLIN 
any

messages which Prisoner had to send to RIBBENTROP in connection with
"peace negotiations". . Prisoner staes that it may well be that the
WT operator's name was SANDER, though he never actually met the man.

Any messages which Prisoner received from CLAUS concerning con-
tact with the Russians were passedon . to THORNER, who l . he states,
then passed them•on to the special INT'operator allotted to THORNER
by BERLIN specially for that purpose. Prisoner states 	 he has n
'knowledge of any of the codes or cal]:-agaci used by this WT 'operator,
and that a call-sign or cover-nar:.e !'GOLD" is completely unknown to h

Prisoner states that he was aware at that time that the AuswAm
had its own WT station, but that he knows no details about it.

4.1A,i10

7.1E
RGER 

Prisoner was asked whether the .name BP-ER ueant anything to him
: especially in connection with Werner BONING (Appendix L., para. 11).

He states that he 'has never heard any mention of the name BEER
in Obnnection with BONING-and-adds that the only meaning the name ha,
for in connection with SS Ogruf BERGER, Chief of the SS Haupt.
amt, who took over the Hauptamt Politik in the Reichaministerium for
the German-occupied Eastern-Territories at end 43.

(),-,1 - CA . ICRAER Karl Heinz
.••Prisoner States.that this name is entirely unknown to him.

.KLEYENSTUBER

Prisoner st.-,tes that this name is unknown to him.

BENTHEIh, 1.1.ai.von

Prisoner states that this :name is unknown to him.

6. W.:LITER, Obst Dr Hans 

- Prisoner states that he has heard the name before, and that he
may possibly have beenintroduced to . WAGNER at some function or othe/but he knows nothing of his work or . of-his whereabouts.


